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It has been observed experinentally that a terperature gradient
produces flow of superconducting current in a circuit nade up of
superconductors. The dopendence of the effect on the tenperature and
on the characteristics of the superconductor is investigeted.

According to the theory of thermelectric effects [1], a tenperature gtadient in a super-
conductor gives rise to a themoelectric current of nornal excitations jn = aoVT (a is the dif-
ferential thernoelectric power, o is the conductivity of the sanple). A current of supepconduct-
ing electrons js = -jn is produced together with jn. The presenle of js, as noted in lZ1, leads
to the apPearance in the superconductor of an order-paranster phase difference A$ =
(zn/ef.) (oolns)lt (n5 is the density of the superconducting electrons). As is well known, dAq = g
around a circuit, nade up of superconductors. . Therefore if two points of a superconductor, be-
tween which a phase difference AQ exists, are joined by a superconducting circuit, then a oag-
netic f lux 6q = (11/2e)A0 is produced in the closed circuit, or oquivalently, a current is - A0/L
is pmduced (L is the inductance of the circuit). Since heat f low produces a change of phase
along the circuit, i t can obviously excite a superconducting current in the circuit. Of course,
in this case AQ is produced sinultaneously in all the circuit sections in which there is a ten-
perature gradient, and accordingly the sought effect is proportional to [(oolns)r - (oslns)z]AT
(the subscripts denote different sections of the circuit with inhonogcneous tenperature).: By
proper choice of the circuit elenents, however, it is easy to cause the heat flow to lead to a
significant change of AQ in only one part of tfie circuit. firis cendition is tatisfied, for

exaryler; by a circuit nade up of superconductors with dif-
forent Tg. In the experinents undertaken to search for the
effect described above we used nainly the pair tin (T" =
3 .72 "K )  and  l ead  (Tc  =  7 .2oK) .

' The diagran of one of the experinental variants is
shown in Fig. 1. The superconducting circuit contains trro
identical Sn-Pb junctions, the teuperatures of which can be

,, .9tfiof during the course of the experiments. All the
,'renainihg superconductor junctions are at constant liquid-
helirn tenperature. The investigated junctions are nade as
follorys. The sanple is a tin cylinder of 4 m dianeter and
2.5 nn thickness. A lead wire passes inside the cylinder

, and nekes contact with the tin in only the upper part of
the sanple. The thernometer is in a.channel inside the
lead. The heater is wound around th6 upper part of the
sanple. The thernoneter and heater are electrically

Fig. l. a) !. lebsurerent setup: I - Sn sanple, 2 - Pb
sanple, 3 - thermoneters, H - heaters, L - coil for
coupling with the superconducting interferoneter SKIMP,
I - circuit and coil used to check on the sensitivity
of the apparatus, 3 - inverted Dewar, SS - supercon-
ducting lead shield, IUS -permalloy nagnetic shields.
b) Typical. plot of the SKIMP apparatus as a function of
the time; Tr = 3.5loK and T. is narked under the
curves. Ttre deviations fron zero in opposite direc-
tions correspond to tenperature rises in two different
Sn sanples. ' lhe + or - sign denotes the direction of
current flow through-the heateri 06 is the quantum of
nagnet ic  f lux (2x10- 'o Wb).
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Fig.  2

Fig. 2. Variation A0 of the
tenperature T .

Fig. 3. a) Plot of A0/(T2 - Tl) vs. the tenperature Tr. The symbols are
explained in the text. b) Dependence of the investigated effect on the
characteristics of the tin sanples. A circle with a point represents a
pair experiment. Circle - Sn(co = 54) and Sn(ao = 2) pair.

insulated fron the sanple. The greater part of the sanple is insulated fron the surrounding
fiquid helium by a snall inverted Dewar. the superconducting current is reasured by including
in the circuit the coupling coil L of the SKIMP supercondueting interferoneter [3]. The
inductance is L = 150 cn (1.5x10-7 H), and the coupling coefficient of the nagnetic f luxes of
the coil and of the interferometer is ^, 0.1..

I}.rring the experirnent, the tenpeTg$Ul'd Tl of the heliurn bath was kept constant and the
changes of the SKIMP readings were nSagurred.'as functions of the hot-junction tenPelature Tz. It
is seen fron the curves of Fig. lb thet a change in the direction of the heat flow causes a
reversal in the sigrr of the investigated effect. The currents through the heater were periodi-
cally reversed tluring the erperiment to elininate the parasitic nagnetic f ield of the heaters.
The nain neasurenents were made at Tr ? 3.68oK

Using plots sirnilar to Fig. lb we could deternine the variation AQ of the flux in SKIMP,
or, equivalently, the superconducting current in the sample, as a function of the tenperature of
the hot junction T.. If the tenperature difference between the hot and cold junctions is
Tz -  Tr  

- .  
Tc t r i  then A0 is  proport ionaL to T2.-  T,  (see Fig.  2)

Figure 3 shows a conrparison of the init ial slope of the A0(Tr) curve. We see that the
quantity A0(T2 - Tr)-r decreases with decreasing Tp in first approxination, in inverse propor-
tion to T" - fr. this dependence is shown dashed in Fig. 3. We recall that in a superconductor
near Ts we have ns * Tc - T. Figure 3a shows resulti obtained by investigating several sauples,
viz., ihe results of two independent measurenents of one of the sanpl.es (1), and the'data ob-
tained in the ercperiment with a pair of junctions (2). It is seen frorn the presented data that
the effect is reproducible for each of the sanpLes. This allows us to set the tnagnitude of the
effect in correspondence with the characteristics of the lead.

In all the investigated sanples, we neasured in the interval 4.8 - 3.73"K the values of o
in ohn-l cn-l and of cl in V/deg. It is convenient to describe the naipitude of the investigated
effect by the quantity n = AO(Tc - T)/(Tz - Tr), which varies very l itt le with tenperature. It
follows from the foregoing estimates that n should vary in direct proportion to oo. The obtained
experinental data (Fig. 3b) do not contradict this relation. -
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The investigated effect can obviously be observed in an Sn-Sn pair if a and o of the
saryles in contact are different. Additionat experirnents have confiined this possibility. Ttrus
the results obtained for the pair Sn (co = 54) and Sn (ao = 2) were identicat with the data ob-
tained for the Sn (ao = 54) - Pb pair (see Fig. 5b).

All the results agree wel.il toth with the foregoing estinates and with the detailed theory
of the-investigated phe8onenon, developed independently by yu. Galtperin, V. Gurevich, and V.
Kozub [4]. A detailed couparison of the results of the experinent wittr ttre calculations wil l
be presented in the future.
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